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For motor oil, this is an important—and potentially
tumultuous—year.
For one, the much anticipated GF-5 specification
is to debut this coming October, having just been
finalized in December.
But by some accounts, the announcement
of another standard entering the market
may have thrown a filter wrench into the
mix: Dexos.
Developed by General Motors,
Dexos is to be its global motor oil
specification. While certainly not
the first manufacturer-specific
specification to hit the market, the
mere fact that General Motors and
not a small-volume niche player is
making the introduction has raised
concerns about what this might
mean for the oil change market and
the consumer.
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Follow us on Twitter.
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News and more by
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on Twitter.
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AIA Canada and I-CAR Finalize Deal
Canadian Association to Take On Collision Repair Training Role
of 2008 to put a new structure in
place in Canada went smoothly and
quickly, considering the complexity of
the issue.
That process was begun after a yearlong study by a Canadian Advisory
Committee determined that the existing structure, which grouped I-CAR
Canada under the umbrella of I-CAR
International, had become financially
unfeasible.
Though initial plans called for I-CAR
to end its direct involvement in Canada
by the end of 2009, Edelen said that
the level of progress in finalizing the
agreement with the AIA gave the I-CAR
board the assurance that a deal would
be reached.
As a result, it was decided to continue with activities in Canada until the
details were finalized.
“Until the transition of activities
I-CAR president and CEO John Edelen (left) and AIA president is completed, I-CAR will continue to
Marc Brazeau (right) say the process to put a new structure in
provide an active schedule of training
place in Canada went smoothly and quickly, considering the
opportunities to the Canadian industry
complexity of the issue.
under its current operating practices.
Joe DaCunha, I-CAR zone trainer for
The Automotive Industries Association of
Canada and I-CAR have announced that the Canada, will continue his active support of
Canadian national aftermarket association will these efforts, remaining to support the indusbe managing the delivery of I-CAR collision try through this transition,” Edelen told CCIF
attendees.
industry training in Canada.
“I am grateful for the support of the
The official announcement was made at the
Canadian Collision Industry Forum (CCIF) Canadian auto collision industry, and for the
event in Toronto in late January. The current significant and substantial efforts of Roland
Taube and Tony Canade in leading the work of
target date for the transition is May 1, 2010.
“I am very pleased that the future of I-CAR the Canadian Advisory Committee. The I-CAR
training in Canada has been secured,” says Tony International board of directors had the benefit
Canade, CCIF chairman and president of the of a well-designed and thoughtful process, and
Assured Automotive network of collision repair a clear direction from the industry, to support
facilities. “I-CAR is the most recognized source its actions,” he continued.
Brazeau also assured the CCIF attendees of
of technical training that our industry has, and
there would be a huge void if I-CAR training an effective, efficient and “seamless” transition
didn’t continue in Canada.” Canade says that of I-CAR’s activities to AIA, as well as a more
having a Canadian organization responsible complete training experience for the industry
for content in Canada, and working in both in both of Canada’s official languages. Brazeau
official languages, is the best possible result for also stated that AIA had established an industry
Transition Advisory Committee to ensure conCanadian collision repair shops.
“I think that they should feel optimistic tinued industry involvement in the process.
“Come May 1, we will have the right resourcwith regard to the availability and the potential
enhancements to I-CAR training in Canada,” es and the right people in place,” said Brazeau.
“We want to work with all the stakeholders in
he says.
The execution of a memorandum of under- the industry. That is the desire we have in delivstanding between the AIA and I-CAR (offi- ering I-CAR training in Canada.”
“This is a very exciting development for the
cially, the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto
Collision Repair) comes after months of discus- Canadian auto collision industry. It represents
sion between the AIA and I-CAR groups, which the industry’s best opportunity to ensure that
followed a request-for-proposals process that its training needs are being met through access
had a number of groups making overtures to to the I-CAR curriculum—and one that will
take over the collision repair industry’s most be managed and led by a clear leader in the
automotive industry in Canada, the AIA,” said
respected training course provider.
Both AIA president Marc Brazeau and Edelen.
I-CAR president and CEO John Edelen agree
that the process that was started in the fall
JOBBER NEWS / FEBRUARY 2010

How Do You Meet
Original Equipment Standards?

At Promax, we pride ourselves in providing friction products
that meet incredibly high standards that are consistent with
all Federal Safety Standards.
We offer positive mold technology for high pressure use and
consistent material density. Our brake pads post-cured for
longer service life, chamfered, shimmed, slotted and
asbestos free. They are also free from dust and noise.
Our brake shoes are100 % new steel, new friction,
bonded and riveted applications, one way program, no core
charge and are100% asbestos free. Parking brake shoes are
also available.
At Promax. we built our reputation on quality, innovation,
trust, delivery and price. We strongly believe in offering
friction products manufactured to stringent standards.

This is How Our Friction Products
Meet Original Equipment Standards!

1.866.573.9889
www.autopartsdepot.ca

Tel: 905.612.9889 Fax: 905.612.9623
7027 FIR TREE DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ON CA L5S 1J7
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Beck/Arnley Offers New
Water Flanges
Beck/Arnley has
announced it now carries
a line of water flanges for
European vehicles.
The category includes
31 part numbers,
covering more than
630 applications for
foreign nameplate vehicles. Manufactured to
meet OE design configurations, Beck/Arnley’s
water flanges are made
with the highest-quality
materials to withstand
the harsh underhood
environments found on
many of today’s roads.
g

g
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Deeza Chassis Parts
Expands Coverage
Deeza Chassis Parts has
released 139 new chassis
part numbers, nearly half
of which are for 2008 to
2010 vehicle applications.
These include 59
stabilizer links, 58 tie
rod ends (45 inner, 11
outer, and two adjusting
sleeves), nine ball joints,
and 13 control arms and
control-arm bushings.
The company’s full catalogue is available online
at www.DeezaChassis.com.

Uni-Select Leaves Automotive
Distribution Network

Uni-Select and the Automotive Distribution Network (ADN)
announced that after almost 20 years of affiliation, Uni-Select will
no longer be a member of the association.
For a period of time, however, Uni-Select will continue to support the network’s national accounts programs and existing Parts
Plus and Car Care Centres members.
“We enjoyed being part of the network, which was instrumental in our growth. We will continue to maintain a cordial relationship with the members of the network and its team,” says Richard
Roy, president and CEO of Uni-Select.
“Uni-Select has been a very supportive member. This separation is on a mutual basis, and simply represents their need to do
what is in the best interests of their shareholders, and the needs
of the network and all of its divisions to promote the interests of
the entire network membership,” says Mike Lambert, president
of the ADN.
The recent addition of CMB and Auto Pride to the ADN group
is expected to mitigate the impact of Uni-Select’s departure.

MIS Council Reprograms to Reflect
Expanded Focus

Reflecting the expanded focus of the MEMA Information Services Council (MIS) beyond information services and technology roles, the group has been renamed the MEMA Technology
Council (MTC).
According to current MTC chairman Ray Nicholas, the move is
in accordance with MEMA’s mission to provide its members with
the best practices focusing on current and emerging technology
to reduce costs and improve efficiencies. As a result, the MTC
now includes such related topics as business processes, business
intelligence, forecasting, and broader data management areas.
“In today’s market, technology is integrated with so many operations areas that the MTC needs to grow beyond its previous focus
on IT,” says Nicholas. “The MTC board anticipates reaching new
companies and new employees within MEMA member companies
with the expanded focus.”
The decision coincides with the launch of the council’s new
website, www.mematechnology.org.

Standard Motor Products Boosts Scholarships

Standard Motor Products Inc. has pledged its support for continuing automotive aftermarket education, by creating online
scholarships for students planning to pursue careers in the automotive aftermarket.
Standard Motor Products Inc. has contributed US$25,000 to
fund five US$1,000 Global Automotive Aftermarket Symposium
(GAAS) scholarships each year for the next five years. These
awards will be named the Standard Motor Products Scholarships.
“We are pleased to support the GAAS scholarship fund with
these awards,” says Larry Sills, chairman of the board, Standard
Motor Products. “It is truly an investment in our future and the
industry’s future.”
Applications are now being accepted online for the 2010
GAAS scholarships, awarded to students planning automotive
aftermarket careers. These must be submitted by March 31,
2010.
For more information, please visit www.automotivescholarships.com.
Continued on page 8
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Automotive Scholarship
Gateway

w w w. A u t o m o t i v e S c h o l a r s h i p s . c o m
Considering a career in the automotive aftermarket?
Be sure to visit www.automotivescholarships.com.
This comprehensive website serves as the gateway where
students can apply for the prestigious Global Automotive
Aftermarket Symposium (GAAS) scholarship.
When students complete a GAAS application
at www.automotivescholarships.com,
the Symposium’s affiliation with other
industry groups puts students in
consideration for scholarships from more
than 10 organizations. Check online for the
requirements of each group. Requirements
for Canadian applicants can be found at
www.aiacanada.com.

Preference for these scholarships is given
to students entering the automotive
aftermarket. In just over 10 years, the
GAAS Scholarship program has awarded
over $1.4 million dollars to help start the
careers of nearly 1,450 students.

Applications must be completed by
March 31, 2010.

w w w. a u t o m o t i v e s c h o l a r s h i p s . c o m
JN0110

2010 applications must be completed by March 31, 2010.
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include an improved earnback structure
on ACDelco parts, quicker turnover on
compensation under its “Exclusively
Yours Points Program,” and an improved
product offering.
While other companies were in
attendance for the Expo (most notably Wakefield Canada, Mobile 1, and
Pennzoil-Quaker State), the booths
and exhibits presented were devoted to
product offerings under the ACDelco
brand. The evening’s event also included several raffle giveaways and a banquet dinner.
“ACDelco is committed to continually
assessing and refining its parts offering
in order to be able to supply its customers with the most comprehensive goodbetter-best strategy,” said Hazelton.
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Continued from page 6

Tracerline Appoints
Merithian Products as
Master Distributor for
Canada
Tracerline has announced
that Merithian Products
Corp. has been appointed
as the master distributor
for Tracerline products for
all of Canada. Merithian,
based in Concord, Ont.,
will be supported in its
sales efforts by National
Sales Inc. in Eastern
Canada, and by Holm,
Hicks, White & Associates
in Western Canada. Please
visit www.merithian.com
for more information.
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ACDelco Announces Banner
Program Enhancements

ACDelco announced new enhancements to its
banner program at its Total Service Support
(TSS) Expo in Toronto.
Jason Hazelton, marketing director and
senior accounts manager for ACDelco,
announced that changes to the TSS program

Obituary
Morton Krieger, Veteran of Aftermarket
Distribution
Morton Krieger,
president of Barton Auto Parts in
Hamilton, Ontario, passed away
at the age of 70
while vacationing
in Florida.
The company
has served the
Hamilton area
for the past 58
years; however, Mort had reached out to
suppliers and customers far beyond the
immediate area. Mort left high school
to run the family business started by his
father, Thomas Krieger.
Mort passed away with his wife by his
side, his sweetheart since age 13 and wife
of over 50 years, Jerre. Mort was loved
by his children Robin, Stephen, and
Tracy and their spouses Alissa and Jonathan. Mort was blessed by the love of five
grandchildren: Zakari, Dylan, Megan,
Noah and Lilly, dear brother to Merle
(Jack), Cheryl (Morrie), and Howard
(deceased) and survived by his Uncle
Jack and many nephews and nieces. His
was a life of loyalty and devotion to his
family. Donations in Mort’s honour may
be made to the Juravinski Cancer Centre
of Hamilton Health Sciences.

APPOINTMENTS

Delphi has announced
the appointment of
Keith Gordon as managing director, Canadian Aftermarket, Delphi Product & Service
Solutions (DPSS). In
this role, Gordon will
be responsible for
supporting the DPSS
expansion strategy
in Canada, growing
Keith Gordon
Delphi’s business with
Canadian aftermarket
customers, and coordinating DPSS Canadian
activities.
Mister Transmission (International) Limited
has announced the appointment of Chad
Keogh as director of operations. Keogh joined
Mister Transmission in 2003 as a regional business manager responsible for the western part
of Canada and the greater part of Toronto.
Keogh is currently based in Vancouver, B.C.
but will be transferring to the head office in
Richmond Hill, Ont., in April.
Uni-Select has announced a number of key
organizational changes. Gar y O’Connor,
executive vice-president, has been given the
responsibility of managing Uni-Select Inc.
with independent distributors and major
accounts for all of North America. William
Alexander has been promoted to executive
vice-president for corporate stores in the
U.S. In his new role, he is responsible for all
aspects of the business serving technicians
through Uni-Select’s network. James Buzzard
has been appointed senior vice-president, corporate development, U.S. In this new role,
Buzzard will be responsible for Uni-Select’s
acquisition efforts within the U.S.
JOBBER NEWS / FEBRUARY 2010

Hot Properties:

MONEY &
MANAGEMENT

Investors Warming Up
To Automotive
By Mark Borkowski

D

espite the downturn in the Canadian economy, the buyout and investment market
for automotive-related businesses, especially for
smaller firms, is very active.
One of the major market shifts for the acquisition of privately held companies has been the
growth in the number of Private Equity Groups
(PEGs) over the last decade. Private Equity
Groups are buyout groups that seek to acquire
ongoing, profitable businesses that demonstrate
growth potential.
Private equity firms number in the thousands
in both the United States and Canada. These
organizations generally manage money for insurance funds, pension funds, charitable trusts, and
sophisticated investment groups. In general they
have not been hard-hit by the credit crunch or
the stock market decline. They have capital to
invest and are looking for business acquisitions.
PEGs have become key players in business
acquisitions. They offer flexibility as a liquidity
source, giving entrepreneurs the ability to take
some cash off the table, recapitalize their company, or simply sell and move on. The private
equity market has traditionally been restricted to
acquiring larger companies. But increased competition for those larger operations, the greater
growth potential of smaller firms, and the greater ease with which investment in smaller firms
may be divested in the future have played a role
in attracting PEGs to smaller companies. PEGs
are typically organized as limited partnerships
controlled and managed by the private equity
firm that acts as the general partner. A PEG fund
invests in privately held companies to generate
above-market financial returns for investors.
The strategy and focus of these groups varies
widely in investment philosophies and transaction structure preferences. Some prefer complete ownership, while others are happy with a
majority or minority interest in acquired companies. Some limit themselves geographically,
while others have a global strategy.
PEGs tend to have certain things in common.
They typically target companies with relatively
stable product life cycles, and a strategy to overcome foreign competition. They avoid leadingedge technologies (in contrast to venture capitalists) and have a preference for superior profit
margins and a unique business model with a
sustainable and defensible market niche and
position.
Other traits that appeal to PEGs are strong
growth opportunities, a compelling track
JOBBER NEWS / FEBRUARY 2010

record, low customer concentrations, and a
deep management team. Most prefer a qualified management team that will continue to
run the day-to-day operations while the group’s
principals closely support them at the board-ofdirectors level.
Private equity buyouts take many forms,
including:
Outright Sale – This is common when the
owner wants to sell his ownership interest and
retire. Either existing management will be elevated to run the company, or management may be
brought in. A transition period may be required
to train replacement management and provide
for a smooth transition of key relationships.
Employee Buyout – PEGs can partner with
key employees in the acquisition of a company
in which they play a key role. Key employees
receive a generous equity stake in the conservatively capitalized company while retaining daily
operating control.
Family Succession – This type of transaction
often involves backing certain members of family management in acquiring ownership from
the senior generation. By working with a PEG
in a family succession transaction, active family
members secure operating control and significant equity ownership, while gaining a financial
partner for growth.
Recapitalization – This is an option for an
owner who wants to sell a portion of the company for liquidity, while retaining equity ownership to participate in the company’s future
upside potential. This structure allows the owner
to achieve personal liquidity, retain significant
operational input and responsibility, and gain a
financial partner to help capitalize on strategic
expansion opportunities.
Growth Capital – Growing a business often
strains cash flow and requires significant access
to additional working capital. A growth capital
investment permits management to focus on
running the business without constantly having
to be concerned with cash flow matters.

Mark Borkowski is
president of Torontobased Mercantile Mergers
& Acquisitions Corp.
Mercantile specializes in
the sale of mid-market
companies to strategic
buyers or private equity
firms. He can be contacted
in confidence at mark@
mercantilema.com or
(416) 368-8466 ext. 232

PEGs have become a major force in the
acquisition arena. They can also be thought
of as strategic acquirers in certain instances,
such as when they own portfolio companies in
your industry or a related area that addresses
the same customer base. These buyers may be
in a position to pay more than an industry or
strategic buyer that does not have this financial
backing.
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Brake Market:

Did Industry Predictions Hold True?
By Andrew Ross

B

ACK IN 2005, noted industry researcher Frost &
Sullivan published a report on the North American
brake market.
The report made three key predictions: increased imported parts competition, the rise in rotor and drum demand
due to an aging vehicle population, and a potential rise in
premium products for these categories.
Half a decade later, how did they do?
In 2010, with many parts of the aftermarket still feeling the
aftershocks of the financial sector-initiated downturn, more

10

shifts in the market over the past five years, and with offshore
supplies well and truly entrenched, the fact is that the predictions have held up pretty well, though not perfectly.
On the topic of rotor demand, the answer to the question
of rising demand seems to be a resounding yes.
Mark Mandel, partner in Toronto-based Vasto-Auto
Distribution Ontario, says that he has definitely seen a rise in
rotor demand, but there is more to the story.
“We no longer carry premium rotors, although we’re considering adding them in our new facility,” he says. Of course,
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no discussion of any category would be complete without at least touching on
import nameplate business. Mandel says that he sees no discernable difference in
this part of the market from its more traditional domestic nameplate segment, but
imports can’t be ignored either.
“We don’t get many calls for the high-end luxury cars (e.g., BMW 7-Series or
the Mercedes S-Class), but we get a lot of calls for entry-level BMWs (3-Series) and
Mercedes (C-Class), and the parts required for those vehicles are a mix of branded
and entry-level products.”
There is agreement in general on both these points from Ramzi Yako of
ProMax Auto Parts Depot Ltd., a supplier of brake rotors and friction.
“We have seen that rotor and drum demand is increasing steadily on an annual
basis; the number of vehicles is increasing annually, which leads to increased
Continued on page 12

WHAT THEY SAID IN ’05
What follows is an edited brief released by Frost & Sullivan in 2005 upon the
introduction of its North American Brake Market Report.
Growth in Unit Shipments of Imported Rotors Poses Strategic
Challenges for North American Suppliers
North American manufacturers of rotors and drums are facing stiff competition due to low-cost imports from Asian and Latin American countries. Given
the substantial cost advantages, prices for economy or entry-level rotors and
drums from these regions are about half the price of those manufactured in
North America. North American manufacturers would therefore find it more
advantageous to offer rotors and drums for the premium segment while
importing low-cost components from overseas to supplement their product
lines. In fact, in the long term, the focus is expected to shift from low-cost to
higher-priced rotors and drums that offer longer product life.
Demand for Rotors and Drums to be Supported by Growth in
Aging Vehicle Population and Increased Replacements
With the aging vehicle population in North America, demand for rotors and
drums is expected to show steady and incremental growth over the long term.
In addition, as brake system parts have become increasingly lighter and thinner to support cost-saving efforts and reduce the overall weight of vehicles,
rotors and drums are expected to wear more quickly and therefore increase
replacement rates.
Another major trend that is likely to drive up replacements for rotors and
drums is the shift toward ceramic friction materials for brake components.
Ceramic friction parts are shown to be slightly more abrasive on rotors and
drums than the more traditionally used semi-metallic and non-asbestos
organic friction parts, explains the analyst of this research service. As ceramic
friction continues to gain market share, the unit shipments of rotors and drums
is expected to show a steady increase.
Opportunities Expected in Premium Rotors and Drums Segment
With installers and vehicle owners showing increasing willingness to pay
higher prices for longer-lasting quality products, the premium rotor and drums
segment is expected to emerge as the key revenue generator. Despite the
impact of economy-line imports from overseas on price and product life,
quality is re-emerging as a competitive factor in the North American rotors
and drums aftermarket, reiterates the analyst. Manufacturers will have more
opportunities to differentiate their products to attract new customers, as in the
case of drilled-and-slotted rotors that have won a loyal following among racing
enthusiasts.
The renewed interest in rear drum brakes, which are less expensive and
lighter than disc brakes and resolve automakers’ cost and fuel efficiency
issues, is also expected to drive growth in the future.
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demand for rotors and drums,”
says Yako. “Around 85% of North
American’s rotors and drums are
made offshore; these rotors can
only provide 12 months of service life, which has a large
impact on rotor demand.”
Premium-level product, however, is taking a hit.
“Rotors and drums from Asia and Latin America are now
at a satisfactory quality level and very competitive prices. It’s
becoming difficult to sell premium rotors, especially with a
huge price difference between premium and non-premium
rotor or drum. We have also seen a major shift on origin of
premium rotors and drums. Most premium rotors and drums
were [formerly] made in North America; however that has
been changed and most premium rotors and drums are now
made offshore as well, which makes it difficult for a retail or
wholesale store to sell premium product versus others.”
However, Ramzi does note an evolution of sorts, since the
import nameplate market has grown.
“The increasing number of import vehicles has changed
consumer purchasing habits, as well as our purchasing habits
as distributors. Let’s take for example brake pads: import
vehicles are originally equipped with either ceramic brake
pads, NAO brake pads, or low-metallic brake pads. Most
jobbers now are carrying ceramic, NAO, or low metallic to
satisfy consumer demand. Traditional brake pads were riveted metallic and organic for years, and now we’ve seen that

import purchasing
habits have changed
all that.”
While a growth in
premium products
that was predicted by
the Frost & Sullivan
study of five years ago
may not be quite playing out that way, that
market certainly has
its proponents. It’s
quite possible that
what is defined as
“premium” may have
shifted too; after all,
ceramic friction was
the poster child of
premium offerings
not long ago and is
now viewed by many
as the price of admission to the market.
Still, in the last
half-decade, SKU counts have risen and the market has
demanded ever more responsiveness to new offerings from
its players.

WIDER PRODUCT COVERAGE

For Automotive, Commercial, Recreational
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“I think it’s critical.
Any time we find out
that a new brake part
is available, we add it
to our inventory,” says
Mandel.
“New part numbers could play a big
role with jobbers, but
it depends on the geographical area,” says
Yako. “Some jobbers
are eager for new applications because of their
customer base and
geographical location.
Jobbers in small towns
have a limited number of new vehicles in
their marketplace, so
new numbers will not
have as much impact
on their business.”
However, he adds, new
numbers are still important for everyone. “Jobbers should take
advantage of new part numbers in the brake market, as profit
margins are much greater than on older applications.”

and Farm...

Mandel says that there is a basic formula for jobbers to
succeed in the market.
“Talk to your customers. Each customer and each market
is different.
“The successful jobbers are trying to offer their products—whether they’re entry level or premium—at a competitive price. Anyone trying to get a premium price for
entry-level product won’t survive. I don’t think most jobbers
can inventory everything. That means that they have to align
themselves with a warehouse that can fill that need.”
Yako agrees, adding, “If a jobber has the right mix of
brake pads for his market, he can raise the performance of
service level and profit. No doubt customer purchasing habits have changed, so jobbers need to carry today’s technology
in the brake market to satisfy the new consumer purchase
habit. Jobbers today need to keep three levels of brands or
formulas of brake pads in order to satisfy customer demand;
it’s a cost to jobbers, but in order to provide good service
at reasonable profit margins, jobbers need to have a multiformula, multi-brand inventory.”

P E T E R S O N’S
T H E O N E.
From self-service to commercial customers, you can meet all your
vehicle safety lighting and accessory needs with a single source:
Peterson. Our up-front Plan-a-grams are packed with America’s
best sellers. Our back-counter coverage is the widest, deepest in
the business. And our order-fill reliability is unmatched. Partner
with the company that’s got you covered better, front to back.
PETERSON’S THE ONE.

PETERSON
www.pmlights.com
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• 1984-John MacDonald, Ideal Supply Company, Listowel, Ont. • 1985-Pat Gorman, Pat’s Auto Supply, Grande Prairie, Alta. • 1986-Laurence Fortin, Fortin’s Supply, Chilliwack, B.C
Auto Parts, Calgary, Alta. • 1990-Magella Boutin, Autopoint, Drummondville, Que. • 1991-Leslie A. Buzzell, R.K. Buzzell Ltd., Moncton, N.B. • 1992-Harry Zeller, Zelmor Automotiv
Maslack, Maslack Supply Ltd., Sudbury, Ont. • 1996-Dale Devlin, Halton Automotive Industrial Supplies, Milton, Ont. • 1997-Ron Fraser, Silver Automotive, Lethbridge, Alta. • 1998• 2001-Charlie Main, Sussex Auto Parts, Sussex, N.B. • 2002-John Zuk, Automotive Trade Supply, Kitchener, Ont. • 2003-John Cochrane, Cochrane Automotive, Toronto, Ont. • 20
Autoparts Centre, Bridgewater, N.S. • 2007-Adrian Gordon, Carquest Auto Parts, Waterloo, Ont. • 2008-Wayne Maunula, Auto Parts Central, Thunder Bay, Ont. • 2009-Jim Binta
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N O M I NATE
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TODAY!

YOUR NAME:_________________________________ YOUR COMPANY NAME:____________________________________________
YOUR COMPANY ADDRESS:_____________________________________________PHONE NUMBER:(____) ____________________
I NOMINATE_________________________________________ WHO OWNS______________________________________________
AND IS LOCATED AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________
BUSINESS PHONE:(____)_________________________ HE/SHE HAS BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR APPROXIMATELY_____YEARS
AND I NOMINATE THIS PERSON FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: (attach a separate sheet if necessary)
BUSINESS SUCCESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNITY SERVICE: _________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Your Signature) _________________________________

(Date) ____________________________________________

also online at www.autoserviceworld.com

Name a worthy recipient and earn a chance to win dinner for your team.

Maximum value $500

C. • 1987-Herb Brown, H.E. Brown Supply, North Bay, Ont. • 1988-Claud Richard, Richard Auto Supply, St-Eustache, Que. • 801989-Gary McCurdy, Glanmore Auto Parts/Bowness
ve, Medicine Hat, Alta. • 1993-Bob Brown, Hosie & Brown Auto Electric Ltd., Gloucester, Ont. • 1994-Gord Davenport, Gord Davenport Automotive, Orangeville, Ont. • 1995-John
Morley Wagner, Auto Electric Service, Regina, Sask. • 1999-Bill and Doug Elton, Colonial Garage & Distributors, St. John’s, Nfld. • 2000-Dennis Wyatt, Miller & Wyatt, Kelowna,. B.C.
004-Dick Fisher, Fisher Auto Parts & Equipment, Kingston, Ont. • 2005-Rob Simington, Simington Automotive and Industrial Supply, Hagersville, Ont. • 2006-Howie MacKenzie, Rafuse
as, Nick Bintas, Stavros Bintas and Peter Bintas, Spark Auto Electric, Toronto, Ont. •

EXCELLENCE:

JOBBER OF
THE YEAR AWARD
Named after the founders of Jobber News Magazine, E.J. & A.E. Wadham Memorial Award
recipients represent a who’s who of the best in the Canadian automotive aftermarket,
representing aftermarket auto parts wholesalers from across Canada,
from businesses large and small, and of all affiliations.
The award recognizes those who epitomize the values of the
automotive aftermarket though business excellence,
community service, and industry contributions.

COVER STORY

THE NEW

OIL CRISI

Do diverging motor oil standards threaten ma
By Andrew Ross

T

his year, two new motor oil specifications will hit the North American market, and for some this
has the potential to be a crisis in the making.

The much-anticipated GF-5 specification from the International Lubricant Standardization and

Approval Committee (ILSAC)—which provides the “starburst” approvals on oils—and the American
Petroleum Institute (API) was finalized this past December and is set to debut this coming October.
The key goals for the introduction of this new standard are to improve performance over the existing GF-4 standard in the areas of emissions system protection, seal compatibility, fuel economy, E-85
rust protection and emulsion retention, engine sludge protection, turbocharger protection, and piston
cleanliness. There is no requirement to improve on the oil thickening, wear protection, or volatility
over the GF-4 oils currently in the marketplace.
The standard has been in development for years, but by some accounts the announcement
of another standard entering the market may have thrown a filter wrench into the mix: Dexos.
Developed by General Motors, Dexos is to be its new global motor oil specification. GM plans to
have Dexos I supersede the current GM6094M specification for most 2011-model year GM gasoline vehicles, and plans to also use Dexos I to replace the GM4718M spec for Corvette, Cadillac,
and engines with turbochargers, which stipulate Class III synthetic blends (Mobil 1 or the equivalent).
Continued on page 18
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Continued from page 16

While certainly not the first manufacturerspecific specification to hit the market—virtually
every European carmaker has one—the mere fact that it is
General Motors and not a small-volume niche player making
the introduction has raised concerns.
One of these concerns centres on the incompatibility of
the two new oils. While readers should not be concerned that
there will be some chemical reaction between the two, their
chemistries are very different.
As with all specs, it is only performance which is specified;
which formulation is chosen to meet the spec is up to the
individual supplier. However, base oils and additives have certain properties and performance limits; chemical engineers
are limited in their options as a result.
GF-5 has one set of performance requirements to meet.
These dictate a certain type of additive package and a different base oil, called a Group II base oil, at a minimum.
(However, current information indicates that formulating
0W-20 oils requires the use of Group III, or synthetic, base
oils.) In the vernacular, an oil made with Group II base oil
can be considered “conventional.”
As noted, Group III base oils are called “synthetics.” And
that is what Dexos oils will likely have to include in their
formulation.
In addition, a different, more expensive, additive package
Synthetic
OIl
Mythbusters FINAL 1 1/5/10 2:03 PM Page 1
will be
required.
While many of the differences appear small, two differences in particular are causing a stir. One is the degree to
which the two standards will require the use of molybdenum
disulphide, an expensive and difficult substance to work with.

ENTER THE JOBBER NEWS

MOTOR OIL

The other is the aforementioned base oil. Group III base
oils (synthetics) have for the most part been restricted to
premium brands in the original-fill market, and premiumlevel products in the aftermarket.
GF-5 standards seem to have been calculated with this in
mind, providing a performance improvement in a number of
areas while at least considering cost issues.
This is not so much the case with Dexos. As the fill for all
2011-model year GM cars, it transforms the playing field, both
for the trade and for the car owner.
“Obviously Dexos is going to cost a lot more than GF-5,”
says Dr. Scotti Lee, a director of the Automotive Oil Change
Association and head of its technical committee. “How much
more we don’t have a handle on yet, but people are talking
about 45%.” While the formula is more expensive than GF-5,
there is also the issue of licensing costs: $1,000 a year per
product (of which there are four), plus 36 cents per U.S.
gallon. These are much higher than fees charged by the API,
where licensees pay a flat $1,250 per company, and a royalty
of 0.15 cents per U.S. gallon only after the first one million
gallons, to show the “donut” and “starburst” logos.
Lee adds, “We asked Eric Johnson at GM,” who has been
the point man for presentations on the new standard, “what
were they going to do on an education front?” Lee says
Johnson told him part of the licensing fee was going to fund
customer education. Lee doesn’t buy it. “The people who end
up educating their customers are the fast oil change [shops].
“In the fast lube we are worrying about Ford, Chrysler and
all these other companies sitting back and wondering, ‘Why
shouldn’t I do it?’ So a lot of knowledge has to be shared,
and the people who are touching the cars have to know.”
Continued on page 20

Presented by

Mythbusters
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Test your knowledge of lubricants for a
chance to win a Valvoline Prize pack!

More than ever, consumers are looking to keep
their automotive investment running longer
and more reliably. Do you know the facts to
help them decide?
True or False

Enter today for
your chance to
win a Valvoline
prize pack!

High mileage motor oils can only be used on older models
Synthetic blend motor oils cannot be mixed with full synthetic motor oils
All synthetic motor oils carry the API Starburst symbol
Most older vehicles can use High Mileage Synthetic motor oil.
Switching from a conventional to a high mileage motor oil will not create gasket leaks

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

❍
❍
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❍
❍

RETURN THIS FORM TO US AT 416-510-5140
Name: ___________________________________ Business: ___________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________ Email: _______________________________________
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His points echo those in a letter sent to
Johnson by the Independent Lubricant
Manufacturers Association, which went so far as to call claims
that part of the royalties would be used to fund consumer
education “disingenuous.”
“It becomes an information nightmare sometimes, because
the OEMs aren’t always great at putting a lot of information
out,” says Lee.
He recalls the situation with a VW spec, 505.1, that ran into
trouble in the marketplace when supplies of motor oil meeting
that spec became scarce and commanded a premium price.
Some shops kept a case of 505.1 oil on hand and a pad of waivers nearby when customers, shocked by the cost, wanted to opt
for a less expensive option even if it voided their warranty. He
worries that will be a potential problem if Dexos supplies aren’t
stocked at the shop and jobber level due to availability or cost.
Those on the supply side of the GF-5-versus-Dexos discussion
aren’t keen on that possibility, but aren’t prepared to ring alarm
bells just yet.
“This is all so recent,” says Dennis Favaro, national marketing manager, Valvoline Canada. “We haven’t wrapped our
heads around this. Everybody got their Dexos marching orders,
and everyone was waiting for the GF-5 shoe to drop,” which it
did in December. “From a product perspective, how do we deal
with putting out a separate product?” Or products, that is, since
GM is calling for a Dexos I for spark ignition engines, and a
Dexos II spec for light-duty diesels.
One point that is clear, he says, is that Dexos takes a rerefined option off the table, since used oil ends up in the same
bin. And that, he says, may affect some private-label marketing

programs. A larger issue, to his mind, hinges on whether it will
be possible to make and market a “universal” or “dual-spec”
product meeting both GF-5 and Dexos specifications.
Setting cost and technical challenges aside, being able to
engineer a product to cross that divide may be irrelevant if
General Motors treats Dexos the same way some automotive
transmission fluids are treated by the automakers.
“They will only let you market ATF +4 if it is an ATF
+4 licensed product,” not just if it meets the spec, he says.
“Chrysler requires an exclusive naming,” meaning that even
if a product meets multiple specifications, you can’t say so on
the bottle. Whether that is the approach that GM would take,
he still could not say. And even if a dual-spec product were
allowed, it may not be the way to go.
“It’s more expensive [than GF-5]. It is 100% synthetic and
has a Dexos additive package which is different. Inherently, it
is more costly to blend.”
How much more costly is hard to predict, as raw material
costs can shift pricing up or down, and the final price you pay
can be subject to market forces. According to a newsletter
article published by Shane Terry, president, North American
Lubricants Co., the rise could be significant on all fronts.
“Due to the primary use of synthetic Group III base stock,
added detergent, dispersant and organic friction modifiers,
extensive research and development costs, and GM licensing
and royalty fees, we anticipate Dexos engine oil will cost 30%
more than GF-4 product. In comparison, GF-5 is expected to
represent an increase of 20%. If GM moves to the tightened
Sequence VID fuel economy requirements in late 2010 as
expected, the addition of moly to the formulation will add
another 20% to Dexos product costs.”
Accordingly, a dual-spec product might be deemed a bad
marketing move if it means that a company’s offering would

OE Engineering.
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“How do we talk to the trade and to the consumer so that
be more expensive than competitive GF-5-only products,
they know what this is about? What should I do to recomeven if it did offer some potential pricing advantage at the
mend the product, and what should I do to select the right
Dexos end due to increased volume.
product?”
“Jobbers and WDs need to be keeping an eye on how this
She says the strategy for the trade is to provide point-ofwill affect their SKUs,” says Favaro. “Will you end up with two
purchase materials that can serve as talking points internally
5W30s, etc.?
and to the consumer; she also hopes to bring to Canada a
“And from a customer standpoint, you have to be astute
more comprehensive training program that has already been
about whether an oil is going into a GM vehicle. It’s just going
launched in the U.S. The plan for Dexos, while still in developto throw another SKU in and increase confusion.”
ment, is similar, with a heavy emphasis on online initiatives.
David McDuffe, product and pricing manager, Wakefield
Li says that jobbers would be wise to plan for a cost increase,
Canada, distributors of Castrol products in Canada, says even
and to do some groundwork with customers to determine
with the introductions only months away, it is still too early to
where their potential for Dexos product might be. Ultimately,
define the full impact.
a carefully considered, reasonable approach is best.
“We had some stability in the base oil market and there
“It is like anything new,” she says. “Some people will test it
are a lot of factors that go into motor oils costs. Obviously
first, others will want to wait a little bit. It really depends on
there are new technologies and new additives too, but we’ll
your own strategy and objectives, on GF-5 and Dexos.
have to see.
“This is technology advancement. These are new industry
“It’s important,” he adds, “when communicating to constandards. If your objective is to provide your customers with
sumers, that the transition to the new GF-5 motor oil will be
high quality and a variety of products that can meet their
seamless. If there are any questions from consumers on how
needs, you should start to think about it and get ready to
it will affect them, that’s what they need to answer.
accept the change.”
“This is being done for the right reasons, and to improve
vehicle economy and vehicle emissions. They should view it
Other resources: Additive package supplier Lubrizol has created an
as a positive step forward for everybody in the industry.”
information site at www.GF-5.com that is worth a look.
He calls attention to the fact that, as complex as the effect of
the changes might appear to be, they are not being introduced
in a vacuum.
“By 2011, passenger vehicles will be required to meet new
government regs; that was part of the challenge.
There are new engine standards, diesel fuels,
E85, etc. There are all kinds of things in play
here. There’s a whole new set of demands, and
it is our challenge to help vehicles meet those
demands.”
Part of the reason the new motor oil standards
McDuffe goes on to emphasize the importwere required was to address the increased
ance of ensuring that everyone in the stream,
from jobbers and counterpeople to service techs
demands of the extended oil change interval,
is fully educated on these products, in order to
which ramps up demands on filters, too.
communicate properly to the consumer. “Within
Concerns have been raised as to whether
the industry, we are close to the product, so we
all standard replacement filters can provide
‘get it,’” he observes, “but we can’t make the
effective protection over oil change intervals
assumption that everybody does.
that are rising to 12,000 km and beyond, even
“There are some great things happening and
for domestics.
some tangible benefits with the new specifications;
we just need to communicate that properly.”
While trapping dirt is obviously a concern
Amanda Li, marketing manager for Shell
as oil change intervals grow, so is the strucLubricants Canada, suppliers of Quaker State
tural integrity of the filter media itself.
With extended oil change
and Pennzoil products, is equally positive about
It is far from a new concern.
intervals
come
increased
the changes.
demands on the filter. Some
BMW cited the need for revised filter media
“We think that GF-5 is an evolution and a good
manufacturers have used
on
certain
2000MY and later models because
improvement for the whole industry. Our R&D
improved filter media to
filter media was deteriorating. (BMW was
team has been working on the formulation not
prevent deterioration; some
filters, like the Fram model
only to meet the new standards, but also to bring
pushing out oil changes to 24,000 km.) The
shown, also include steel
our product performance to another level.”
new oil filter element incorporated an improved
reinforcement.
She says that a GF-5 product is poised for
filter paper, which prevented filter deterioration
launch later this year, but that it will not be alone.
caused by high engine oil temperatures over
On the Dexos front, she believes part of the conextended
time.
The
new
oil
filter
element
was phased into production on M54cern is a lack of familiarity in North America with
powered
vehicles
in
September
of
2000,
and on all M62- and M73-powered
a concept, manufacturer-specific oils, that has
vehicles in July 2000.
become commonplace in other markets.
“Maybe it’s new to North America, but many
While BMW instituted a one-filter program for those models, in the afterother OEMs in other parts of the world will have
market manufacturers may be providing a range of filter options for vehicles
their manufacturer-specific standards.”
as engine options and needs vary.
While Li certainly feels that her company is
Counterpeople and their service provider customers should be careful to
well equipped to handle the technical requirediscuss
the options with consumers to ensure they have the right filter for their
ments, she does not soft-pedal the importance of
vehicle
and
maintenance habits.
getting the right information out about the shift.
There are questions everyone needs to ask.
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Selling Emissions Control Solutions:

Knowledge Builds Confidence
By David Halpert

O

ngoing training has remained an issue for all aftermarket players, and few categories have seen a need as
acute as the rapidly evolving area of emissions systems
and components.
Even the way emissions parts are defined has continued to
change. While some jobbers confine the category to only
parts that directly monitor and control a vehicle’s
emissions, such as EGR valves, oxygen sensors,
mass air flow sensors, and the like, the industry
has broadened the definition to include
everything from engine management to
exhaust.
One approach is to examine how a part,
directly or indirectly, affects a vehicle’s
exhaust emissions.
“Those that affect emissions
indirectly are parts that are internally lubricated, such as pistons, piston
rings, valves, valve stem seals, and timing
components—parts that can cause emissions to rise if they are not in good shape,”
says Warren Suter, director engine management
systems for Bosch. “Parts that affect exhaust emissions directly include fuel/ignition systems along
with supporting systems such as related sensors, [the]
electronic control unit, and other parts and systems that
influence combustion, exhaust after-treatment and evaporative emission control (or canister purge control).”
For jobbers, adequate training requires not just knowing
how a specific part operates, but what problems can arise further downstream when that part malfunctions. For example,
a fuel injector that doesn’t flow properly will affect the emissions of the vehicle.
The same holds true for the ignition coils. While the coils
are considered part of the ignition system, if it does not perform properly neither will the vehicle’s engine, and emissions
will be adversely affected. Since emissions affect nearly every
other system of a modern-day car—from that first spark in the
engine to the exhaust flowing out the tailpipe—up-to-date
training is imperative.
“We educate people on [the issues], and all of a sudden
they embrace it,” says Doug Morrison, western sales manager
and senior tech trainer for NGK Spark Plugs Canada.
“Is it a sales presentation or is it a technical course? It’s
actually a problem-solving [course], not sales. If we gain
sales because we can solve the problems then so be it, but
we don’t put down the competition. It’s simply answering
problems, whether it be from the OE or related problems
in the industry.”
22

What is considered part
of the emissions system
now includes everything from
engine management units to
exhaust components.

For example, imagine a technician
calls asking for a single replacement oxygen sensor for a Ford F-150 and the jobber supplies him the
part. The vehicle turns out to have 180,000 kilometres on it.
Had the counterperson simply asked, “How old is the truck?”
and “How many kilometres does it have on it?”, he might
have been able to supply a full set of oxygen sensors to that
customer.
An established counterperson will have built a strong
rapport with his technician customers, but some new to the
industry might avoid asking pertinent questions for fear of
insulting their customers’ competence, or sounding inexperienced, even if they are.
“The more knowledgeable the counterperson is, the more
loyal the repair shop personnel will likely be to that store,”
says Jim Gehl, technical trainer and tech line coordinator
for Wells Manufacturing. “If the shop’s service writer has to
spend extra time on the phone explaining what a specific
part is or how to find the right part number, he is wasting
precious time and money.
Continued on page 24
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NTK Oxygen Sensors
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Thought NTK was just high-performance
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“Compare this scenario with that of a skilled
counterperson who not only understands a part’s
function but can also pass along tips based on specific
failure issues he has picked up through research; it’s
obvious where customers are going to want to purchase
more of their parts. A knowledgeable counterperson will
also understand the importance of recommending any
related products needed to complete the job. This is another
timesaving benefit to the shop customer.”
One of the reasons why asking the right questions over the
phone is so important is technicians’ tendency to rely primarily on their scan tools for a proper diagnosis. Catalytic converters are a prime example: following the scan result, many
technicians replace the entire unit outright, even though the
cause of an emissions problem is usually elsewhere. Replacing
the catalytic converter without addressing the root cause of its
failure is a recipe for a comeback or a repeat failure.

Hasty diagnostics can lead to
catalytic converter replacement
without tracing the true cause
of the failure.

“In the case of catalytic converters,
while it is possible for the actual converters
to suffer structural damage, many of the diagnostic trouble
codes (DTCs) occur as a result of something
further upstream,” says Jim Fox, national sales
manager for Maremont. “The challenge comes
in asking if [the technician has] looked at the
true cause of that DTC, without coming off as
insulting or condescending.”
One key to being able to communicate propWinter can be especially trying on any automotive system, and
erly is being well versed in the correct component
terms, especially important when two or more
the emissions system of a vehicle is no different.
names are used to describe the same part.
“They need to know the language, the termin“Temperature extremes, either hot or cold, place added
ology used when it comes to identifying the items
the customer is asking for,” says Tom Fritsche, dirdemands on all of a vehicle’s components, especially the batector of product management for Beck/Arnley.
tery. Now, though the battery is not an emission control device,
“For example, the customer may ask for a ‘throttle
angle switch,’ yet the industry calls that part a
a weak battery can compromise the effectiveness of electronics
‘throttle position sensor’.” An idle air control valve
may be called an air bypass valve, or referred to
in engine management systems,” says Bosch’s Warren Suter.
by its initials, IAC; likewise, an EGR valve may also
“Furthermore, any weakness in a component is likely to manibe referred to as an EGR valve position sensor, or
EVP, that is often integrated into the assembly.
fest in extreme temperatures. For example, exhaust emissions
Part of taking a more proactive approach to
training
relies on technological advances that have
are typically highest during cold engine operation, when the
come with the Internet. While many aftermarket
manufacturers offer free online training courses
vehicle needs good fuel flow.”
on their websites, some interface directly with
Jim Gehl of Wells Manufacturing adds, “Thermal cycling
cataloguing/ordering systems to make the learning experience more convenient and immediate.
of any electronic component is very hard on the compon“A lot of jobbers have online ordering systems
they
install at their stores. If they are connected
ent’s circuitry. Broken solder joints and circuit board damage
to the manufacturer when they go online to look
do occur from sudden, extreme temperature changes. Also,
up a part, it goes to the manufacturer’s website,
where it talks about other parts or technical bulanything that could be affected by condensation, such as EGR
letins that might be involved with that [order],”
says Pat Staarman, customer director, training
system components, can be troublesome.” For example, he
and tools for Delphi. “That’s something that the
jobber can do if he really wants to connect well
says, Ford’s pressure feedback EGR and differential pressure
with the technician.”
feedback EGR sensors (PFE and DPFE sensors, respectively),
Above all, training doesn’t end at the classroom. There are countless resources out there
which are subjected to exhaust gases, can experience internal
for the counterperson willing to put the effort
into increasing his knowledge of aftermarket
diaphragm damage in cases of severe condensation.
parts and systems.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Power Steering Cleaner
TerraClean Power Steering
Fluid and Conditioner conditions seals to reduce power steering noise. Because of
its unique properties, it can
be used in a wide variety of
vehicle applications. TerraClean Power Steering Fluid
and Conditioner has been
launched in conjunction
with TerraClean’s TerraSteer
Machine and comes in a 64
fluid oz. bottle.
UView Ultraviolet Systems Inc.
(888) 708-3772
www.terraclean.net

Leak Detector

Header Mufflers

Cherry Bomb has introduced four new Glasspack header mufflers. With a compact size and
rugged construction that bolts directly to their
headers, they are perfect for off-road vehicles
or custom racing exhaust applications. They
improve horsepower, torque, and fuel economy, while providing that distinctive sound
the company is famous for. Each one features
a true 3” straight-thru core for maximum
exhaust gas flow.
Maremont
(905) 453-6582
www.cherrybomb.com

Engine Parts

The Tracerline TP-8621 LeakFinder air conditioning and fluid leak detection kit includes a
6-LED blue light leak detection flashlight; syringe
A/C dye injector with hose/coupler and R-12
adapter/purge fitting; universal A/C dye for
all refrigerant systems; All-In-One dye for all
oil-based fluids; coolant dye; spray bottle of dye
cleaner; fluorescence-enhancing glasses; and
underhood labels. All components come packaged in a rugged plastic carrying case.
Tracer Products
(800) 641-1133
www.tracerline.com

Bell housing

The RM-6022 Chevy 11” bell is SFI Certified at
6.1 and includes a block plate, pivot stud, and
hardware. The RM-6022 is a direct replacement
for any Chevy 11” bell housing when used with
a Muncie, T10, Saginaw, GM TKO, Richmond,
or Jericho, and works with OE or aftermarket
mini-starters.
QuickTime Inc.
(641) 673-4468
www.quicktimeinc.
com
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Elgin Industries has introduced a broad new
line of performance parts featuring super-cryogenic and tempering treatments that significantly increase component stability and wear
resistance. These parts include camshafts, push
rods, rocker arms, valve springs, valves, timing
sets, rocker arm studs, and retainers. Elgin ProStock Black Ice engine parts provide maximum
attainable hardness from heat-treated base
material and the elimination of material stresses
and mass changes.
Elgin Industries
(800) 323-6764
www.elginind.com

Guard Post

The ultralight Sentry Guard
Post is 1.2 metres in height,
tapering from 5” x 5”,
with a 14” diameter round
base. Each side of the post
has a 2.5” x 20” inset available to place reflective tape
or other signage. Sentry
Guard Post can be filled
with sand to increase stability. It can also be attached
with fasteners into a floor,
dock, or any other flat base.
Sentry Products
(216) 228-3200
www.sentrypro.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
Refilling Spray Bottle System

Electronic Throttle Bodies

Air Force/AF-Weld is comprised of an automatic refilling station, a reusable aluminum
bottle, and a 10L bag-in-box of AF-Weld antispatter product. The Air Force system immediately reduces environmental impact by using
compressed air as a propellant and by eliminating the need to dispose of empty aerosol cans
of anti-spatter. Its anti-spatter formula inhibits
corrosion, allows for immediate painting, and
helps prevent weld porosity.
Walter Surface Techologies
(888) 592-5837
www.walter.com

Cardone’s electronic throttle body SKUs currently cover over 10 million vehicles. The
cleaning process ensures the throttle bore surface is not deformed and new mounting gaskets ensure proper seal. The 100% electronic
testing of motor and throttle plate ensures
reliable performance.
Cardone Industries
(215) 912-3848
www.cardone.com

Catalytic Converters

Hyper-Finish Diamond Sizing System

The Hyper-Finish Diamond Sizing System
includes a driver head, a mandrel with diamond abrasive, four nylon valve guide brushes,
and an 8-oz. bottle of diamond honing oil. The
Hyper-Finish System is fully adjustable with a
range of approximately .039”. All you need is a
0”-1” micrometer. Abrasive is 80 mm long on all
but the 7-mm brush, which is 40 mm long.
Goodson Tools and Supplies for
Engine Builders
(800) 533-8010
www.goodson.com
Eastern Catalytic has expanded its ECO converter lines with a special series designed to
help keep the “Check Engine” light off on specific GM vehicles. The new ECO-GM Series has
been developed specifically to meet the emissions challenges of GM 2.2, 3.1, 3.4, and 3.8L
engines. The ECO-GM catalyst has been engineered with specially formulated precious metal and chemical content to meet the OBD-II
requirements of specific GM vehicles.
Eastern Manufacturing, Inc.
(800) 553-7199
www.easterncatalytic.com
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Winter Selling Tips
By David Halpert

Tip #1. Promote Inspections

Be aware—and be sure to
advise your technician customers—that just because
spring will be arriving soon,
it is not the time to skimp
on your offerings for certain
products. Post-season maintenance repair is the perfect
time for your technician customers to review all systems,
since they were exposed to
harsh conditions during the
previous months. Any kind of
extreme conditions can cause
parts to get overused, rusted,
or damaged due to snow, ice,
salt, and water, reducing the
part’s performance.

Tip #2. DIY Opportunities

Many winter products are
specifically designed for the
DIY market. DIYers are less
likely to do mechanical work
in winter, but there are still DIY opportunities. Make sure
your showroom is well stocked with such products as windshield antifreeze, de-icers, floor mats, ice scrapers, traction
sand, and salt—basically any accessory product or kit that
will make life easier when it comes to dealing with the winter
grind.

T

he winter months are especially notorious for pushing
vehicles to their absolute limits. Snowstorms, wind chills,
ice, and hail are just some of the rigours drivers and their cars
are put through. With this in mind, it is up to you to ensure
that your customers are receiving the best quality products
for the job.
Here are some tips that will hopefully increase your sales
and help pull you through till spring.

Continued on page 28
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Continued from page 27

Tip #3. Act on Seasonal Promotions

shield antifreeze or lighting replacement bulbs alongside
headlight glass cleaner might be enough of an incentive for
your customers to make that extra purchase.

Keep apprised of any promotional incentives offered by aftermarket manufacturers for your technician customers, and
consider creating your own. In addition to instant deals and
mail-in rebates, offers can be expanded to include contests,
giveaways, and new products that may have come to market
in recent months. A lot of aftermarket manufacturers give you
the option of having promotional newsletters sent directly to
your e-mail’s inbox, saving time and paper.

Tip #5. Keeping Clean and Safe

While making sure the winter items in your store are prominently displayed, the overall impression and appearance of
your store can be just as important in the eyes of your customer. The last thing you need is a walk-in customer turned
off by a dirty and wet floor. (Well, actually, the last thing a
jobber needs is to have a walk-in customer or fellow employee
slip and fall lugging auto parts.) Floors should be cleaned
regularly, probably more than once a day in sloppy weather.
Also, make sure that walkways leading
to your store are properly cleared of ice
and snow, and that the parking lot is sufficiently free of snow.

Tip #4. Bundle Items

Bundled kits of auxiliary items can be put in the same product
category. For instance, offering wiper blades with a wind-

Upgrade, Repair, Replace & Perform...
Hella helps you do it all!

In the Clear

O

Lighting

Electrics

Electronics

Thermal Management

Upgrade... your image with accessories, auxiliary lamps,
and upgrade kits from Hella.
Repair... your misfortunes with OE-quality collision parts
for European cars such as replacement lighting from
Hella and Thermal Management products from Behr
Hella Service.
Replace... your inconveniences with Hella’s electrical
and engine management parts.
Perform... at your optimum standards with Hella and
Behr Hella Service. We’ll help you do it all!

Hella, Inc. - Canada
1.877.224.3552
www.hellacanada.com
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ne of the leading causes of winter
accidents is poor visibility on the
roads while driving. Heavy snowfalls,
especially at night, make it extremely
difficult to get a clear line of sight, not
just in front but around the entire vehicle. That’s why it’s especially important
to put visibility products in a prominent
position in your store.
Winter can take its toll on wiper
blades. They can be frayed and torn
from being dragged across a frozenover windshield, or they get hit with
scrapers. This can result in streaking,
patching, haze formation, and chatter marks across the windshield. If not
regularly replaced, they can seriously
impede a driver’s vision, especially
during the winter months.
Headlamps (as well as surrounding
light fixtures) are crucial, not only to
ensure a clean line of sight in front of
you, but also to communicate to other
drivers where you are on the road at
all times. The life of any halogen bulb
will depend upon the vehicle’s type
and how much it’s driven. However,
most halogen headlights dim up to 20
percent over time. That’s why it’s recommended to replace headlamps in
pairs about once a year, before they
burn out. Headlight alignment and
burnt-out bulb replacement are just
two suggestions for your technician
customers.

Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact Brayden J C Ford 416-510-5206

HAND CLEANERS

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet
belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines
humming”
ZEX AC Compressors Division of Mister Starter

www.misterstarter.com
Remanufactured/New A/C compressors and
Turbochargers/Superchargers for complete line
of cars and trucks, DOMESTIC & IMPORTS.
Custom Rebuilds also available for your needs.

COLLISION REPAIR
Masters School of Autobody Management
www.masters-school.com
Masters offers a number of
education programs and implementation
follow-up programs designed to take
bodyshops to the next level of success.

LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES
Empack/emzone Automotive Care &
Maintenance
www.emzone.ca
The high performance
emzone product line
is specially formulated
for your detailing
and maintenance needs. For maintenance:
Lubricants, Brake Cleaners, Degreasers, and
Coatings. For detailing: Glass Cleaners, Carpet
Foams, Tire Shines and Auto Fresh.

REFRIGERANT
Duracool Refrigerants Inc.
www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed by:
Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders
in Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Technology
Guaranteed In writing not to harm any
Mobile A/C System You can feel the
Difference that Quality Makes “Our Formula
Never Changes”.

Marketplace

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Company

GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of
skin care products
and services for
many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through
hand hygiene and healthy skin.
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Agna Brake Products

REFRIGERANT
Empack / emzone Refrigerants
www.emzone.ca
Eco-friendly, non-ozone
depleting and system
safe. The emzone
quality A/C Refrigerant
product line includes stop leak, system
conditioner, oil charge, UV dye leak detection,
and dryer offering colder vent temperatures,
improved system efficiency, lower head pressure
and greater gas mileage. Ideal for cars, trucks,
SUVs and tractors.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for
all your industrial gases
and welding supplies.
Rotary Lift
www.rotarylift.com
World Leader in Lift
Productivity

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited

www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying group and warehouse
distributor that allocates its profits to member
shareholders and provides unbeatable value
for independent jobbers.

(www.agnabrakes.com).................................. OBC
Aisin Brake and Chassis Inc
(www.aisinbrake.com)....................................... IFC
BCCA (www.bcaa.com)...................................... 19

The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group

BestBuy Distributors Limited
(www.bestbuyautoparts.ca)................................ 10
Global Automotive Aftermarket Symposium

Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

(www.automotivescholarships.com)..................... 7
Hella Inc. (www.hella.com)................................. 28
Netcom (www.e-aftermarket.net)........................ 11
NGK Spark Plugs Canada
(www.ngksparkplugs.ca)..................................... 23
Peterson Manufacturing

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and
performance shops.

(www.pmlights.com)..................................... 12, 13
Promax Auto Parts Depot
(www.autopartsdepot.ca)...................................... 5
Valvoline Canada Limited
(www.valvoline.com)................................... 18, IBC
VDO (http://usa.vdo.com)................................... 20
XRF Inc. (www.xrfchassis.com).......................... 27
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Editorial
Comment

TIME FOR CHANGE

T

NEXT MONTH

March brings our “How
to Sell” theme to the
fore, focusing on
several Undercar Parts
Categories, plus Vehicle
Systems Information to
prep you for ASE
Certification.
30

here is a quote regarding technology and change that I have never forgotten: “People overestimate the impact in the short run and underestimate the impact in the long run.”
I heard it more than 15 years ago, so long ago I have forgotten who said
it. In the interim it has been co-opted by so many sources as to obscure
the originator. So it is with apologies to the author that I offer it here.
Over the years, the words have proven accurate in the context they were intended—cellphones, and now the smart phone, have changed much in the way we live—
but it has also proven to apply equally to many other forces driving change in this
world.
It’s particularly apt in the context of the dramatic shift in the car dealer landscape in North America. No doubt there has been a short-term visible impact as
dealers close, others consolidate territories, and a few newly independent concerns
forge their way, sans franchise, into the used car world and the aftermarket.
The prevailing wisdom has been that the reduction in service bays as a result of
dealer closures would force consumers to the aftermarket; industry prophets have
been talking about little else for the past year. A great many of us in the aftermarket
expected to see a ramping-up in demand at the garage level by now, if not a flood of
service customers looking for a home.
Yet many are still waiting.
Businesses continue to hang tough in a tough market, many wondering aloud
what has become of all the promised new business and even if it really exists at all.
This is very dangerous thinking.
My concern is that in the absence of an immediate, overwhelming impact from the
shift in the dealer business, members of the aftermarket will cast aside the predictions
and not prepare their business to take advantage of change when it does come.
The same applies to the opening-up of access to repair tools and information. It’s
actually likely that very little will change in the immediate aftermath of the execution of that agreement this spring. It will take time for techs to take advantage of the
resources, for old informal agreements to fall by the wayside, and for grey-market
approaches to fall into disfavour.
For months, perhaps even years, it will seem very much like business as usual. In
fact the changes may be so slow, they will be barely noticeable. It may be like this for
the car dealer shift, for the technology you use in your business every day, and for
the way your business shifts to keep pace with the times. Remember the part about
overestimating short-term impact?
The hard part—and the part that makes all the difference—is to take it on faith
that the changes you are seeing today will absolutely cause change in the future, and
to plan accordingly.
One day in the future you will look back and realize just how much has really
changed in your business, almost without your noticing it.
Of course, those who have not prepared for change, or have refused to believe it
will happen, will not have that privilege.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor
aross@jobbernews.com
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www.v a lv o li n e . c o m

Only one person works on his car.
And only one oil works in his engine.
More ASE-certified top mechanics use Valvoline in their own cars.*
Mechanics can use any oil they want. They choose the one with a proven
reputation for quality, protection and a history of innovation. Valvoline.

100 YEARS UNDER THE HOOD.

TM

Conventional
Brake discs

Fremax Ready to Go
Brake discs

"DRY OIL" TECHNOLOGY
NO CONTAMINATION OF BRAKE
PADS REDUCES NOISE
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY,
NO NEED TO USE HEAVY
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR
WASH/CLEAN UP
MUCH FASTER TO ASSEMBLE
EXCELLENT FRICTION RATE
FROM THE BEGINNING
SPECIAL FINISHING ON THE
BRAKING SURFACE ALLOWS
FAST AND EASY BEDDING OF
THE BRAKE PADS

THE FIRST BRAKE THAT´S

READY TO ASSEMBLE

Now, FREMAX offers brake discs and
drums that come with READY TO GO technology,
which saves cleaning time and preparation work.
Save your time and effort. READY TO GO are
much more efficient than conventional
brake discs.
For more information on READY TO GO, contact us:

Agna Brakes
9365 De Meaux
St Leonard, Qc, H1R 3H3
Tel.: (514)333-7781 Toll Free: (888)333-AGNA (2462)
Fax: (514)333-8759

www.agnabrakes.com

